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ABSTRACT Edge computing is a promising infrastructure evolution to reduce traffic loads and support
low-latency communications. Furthermore, content-centric networks provide a natural solution to cache
contents at edge nodes. However, it is a challenge for edge nodes to handle massive and highly dynamic
content requests by users, and if without an efficient content caching strategy, the edge nodes will encounter
high traffic load and latency due to increasing retrieval from content providers. This paper formulates
a proactive edge caching problem to minimize the content retrieval cost at edge nodes. We exploit the
inherent content caching and request aggregation mechanism in the content-centric networks to jointly
minimize traffic load and content retrieval delay cost generated by the massive and dynamic content requests.
We develop a Q-learning algorithm, which is an online optimal caching strategy, as it is adaptable to dynamic
content popularity and content request intensity, and derive the long-term minimization of the content
retrieval cost. Simulation results illustrate that the proposed algorithm can achieve a lower content retrieval
cost compared with several baseline caching schemes.
INDEX TERMS Content-centric networks, dynamic content requests, edge computing, proactive caching,
Q-learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

The demand for broadband multimedia applications has
been rising exponentially, leading to a dramatic increase in
network capital and operating expenditures. Edge computing is an emerging paradigm which stimulates the computing, caching and communication abilities of the network
edge nodes (ENs), to satisfy the high quality of service
requirements including low latency and high throughput [1].
However, the high expenditure of deployment and the
location-centric network architecture restrict the efficiency
and scalability of edge computing [2]. To handle these problem, content-centric networks (CCN) provides an intelligent,
flexible and convenient edge caching solution [3], [4].

CCN is one of the well known information-centric networking (ICN) architectures which meets the requirements
of the content dissemination services in future networks [5].
It utilizes the named data rather than the location as the network narrow waist, and realizes the in-network caching and
named data forwarding are realized by means of content name
resolution [6]. Taking the advantage of in-network caching
in CCN, contents can be cached to any forwarding node
adjacent to users, which reveals the opportunity to satisfy the
content requests from users efficiently. Moreover, the namebased forwarding enables the CCN forwarding engine to
deploy the inherent request aggregation mechanism to reduce
redundancy transmissions [7].
Unfortunately, compared with the increasing volume of
contents, the cache spaces at the ENs are limited, because
of the line-speed forwarding requirements to the forwarding
nodes [8]. The conflict between the massive content requests

and the limited cache space makes it impossible to store all
demanded contents at the ENs. Therefore, the ENs should
adopt an intelligent caching strategy to be able to satisfy the
user requirements with the limited resources.
In order to guarantee the best caching performance,
the optimum contents have to be carefully chosen and proactively cached to ENs according to a precise optimization
objective [9]. The proactive caching strategies in CCN have
been widely studied. The early studies aim to enhance the
caching performance in the static environments [10]–[12],
while do not take into account the time-varying nature of
the content requests, new content generations as well as
user mobility. Migrating the aforementioned caching strategies to dynamic environments would introduce iterative calculations. Even worse, the caching performance would be
suffered from the postponed caching decisions. Therefore,
the recent research has paid more attention to content caching
in dynamic scenarios in CCN [13]–[19].
Given that content popularity is an effective measure
for making caching decisions, extensive works have been
devoted to dynamic content popularity-based content caching
in CCN. In addition to content popularity prediction
[17], [18], reinforcement learning [19] has been emerging to
capture the dynamic popularity characteristics. Their formulated optimization problems are able to approximate to the
actual system performances with low content request intensity. However, in the scenarios of massive content requests,
the performances become distinctive due to the inherent
request aggregation mechanism in CCN [20], [21].
Under the circumstances, higher content request intensity
results in less forwarded content requests probability, which
alleviates the traffic load burden to the upstream networks and
shortens the content retrieval delay. As a result, the proactive
caching in CCN with massive and dynamic content requests,
jointly considering the time-varying content popularity and
content request intensity, is to be explored.
To handle the massive and highly dynamic content requests
at ENs, we formulate a proactive edge caching problem to
minimize the content retrieval cost based on CCN architecture. We exploit both the inherent content caching and
request aggregation mechanism in CCN to jointly minimize
traffic load and content retrieval delay cost. We further
develop a Q-learning algorithm, which is an online optimal caching strategy, as it is adaptable to dynamic content popularity and content request intensity, and derive the
long-term minimization of the content retrieval cost. The
innovations and contributions of this work are summarized as
follows.
• We formulated a proactive edge caching optimization
problem to handle the massive and highly dynamic content requests to ENs, with an objective to minimize the
content retrieval cost. The objective takes into account
the traffic load and content retrieval delay, and makes
a trade-off between the two metrics. The proposed
problem is an integer non-linear programming problem,
which is NP-complete.

•

•

•

We exploited the request aggregation mechanism to
reduce the redundancy transmissions incurred by massive content requests. We explored the traffic load and
content retrieval delay functions under the joint effects
of content caching and request aggregation mechanism. Simulation results verified that the employment of
request aggregation mechanism can obtain extra remarkable performance gain additional to content caching.
We developed a Q-learning algorithm, which is an
online optimal caching strategy, as it is adaptable to
both dynamic content popularity and content request
intensity. The Q-learning algorithm provided the optimal
proactive caching strategy and derived the long-term
minimization of the content retrieval cost.
We also implemented Greedy algorithms, most popular
content (MPC) algorithms and random caching (RND)
algorithm for the purposed of experimentation and comparisons. Simulation results showed that the proposed
Q-learning based proactive caching algorithm outperformed the benchmark algorithms with dynamic content
requests. Furthermore, simulation results also demonstrated that deploying CCN architecture at ENs can significantly relieve the burden encountered from massive
content requests.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the system model. Section III states the optimization problem. Section IV and V solve the proactive caching
optimization problem given that the dynamic content requests
is perfectly known and unknown respectively. Section VI
analyzes the caching performance numerical results. And
Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK

How to design effective edge caching strategies for dynamic
networks is still an open issue. Prediction [22], [23] and
reinforcement learning [24], [25] are two main approaches
to for ENs to track the dynamic network characteristics. To
adapt the time-spatial content popularity fluctuations, content popularity prediction plays an important role in efficient
proactive caching [22]. A linear model for content popularity
prediction was constructed considering both the content and
location features, and a location-customized caching scheme
was derived to maximize the total content hit rate [23]. In
recent years, reinforcement learning has attracted much academic and industry interest, and been adopted to solve the
optimization in dynamic scenarios. It is utilized either as a
prediction algorithms [24] or to directly output the best policy according to the proposed optimization objectives [25].
Considering the new content generation, the popularity prediction models for the published and unpublished videos
were established respectively [24]. A closed form solution of
proactive caching algorithm load was presented to minimize
the backhaul.
According to the caching proactivity, the caching strategies in CCN are able to be categorized to the reactive

caching (or passive caching) and the proactive caching (or
prefetching), respectively [8]. With reactive caching strategies, the caching nodes make the caching decisions to its
passing-by contents. Reactive caching is adept at distributed
deployments, but provides insufficient caching performance
unfortunately [26]. On the contrary, proactive caching is able
to provide a caching performance guarantee by means of
fetching the optimum contents to the cache nodes before users
actually request them [9]. Proactive caching has been widely
researched in static environment in CCN [11], [12]. An proactive caching placement problem was studied for arbitrary
topology combined with multi-hop forwarding to minimize
the user delay considering the load balancing requirements
of the forwarding nodes simultaneously [11]. An distributed
energy-efficient in-network caching scheme for CCN was
proposed as an integer linear problem, with limited caching
capacity constrains [12].
Comparatively, only a few work have been proposed to
the proactive caching strategies in dynamic environment in
CCN. Among them, content popularity fluctuations as well
as network topology variances are the most typical scenarios. Content popularity fluctuation is one of the most
attractive dynamic factors [17]–[19]. By discovering the relevance among video chunks in ICN, the most popular content chunks in the future were predicted and cached and
those with least future popularity were evicted [17]. Another
popularity-based caching strategy was proposed considering
the temporal evolutions and spatial dependencies of network
traffic. A deep-learning-based global content popularity prediction scheme was utilized to improve the prediction accuracy [18]. A QoE-based caching placement issue was derived
in mobile edge for dynamic video-streaming, in terms of
reducing the storage cost of the base stations while maintaining a high value of QoE [19]. Some work has been
done studying the network topology variance in mobile CCN,
including cellular network, internet of things (IoT), and
Vehicular Ad-hoc network (VANET), etc [14]–[16]. Entropy
was proposed to both measure mobility prediction uncertainty
and locate the best prefetching node, aiming for eliminating redundancy [14]. The content retrievability improvement
in vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) scenario was studied [15].
Content prefetching was decided by an offline management
platform to maximize the probability that a user retrieves
their desired contents while accounting for the number and
mobility models of moving users, with the available cache
capacity and link capacity. The optimal caching for producer
mobility support was investigated to minimize the total network overhead. By exploiting location predictors and content
requests’ patterns, the demand contents can be cached proactively before handover occurs [16].
The request aggregation mechanism has been verified to
provide considerable performance gain given a large enough
content request intensity [27]. The main research on request
aggregation mechanism came from the modeling and analyzing of caching performance after considering request aggregation mechanism. The early caching performance analysis

was realized in two steps. Firstly, the caching hit and caching
miss probabilities were derived with a two-state Markov
model. Consequently, the approximate request forwarded and
aggregated request probabilities were calculated by multiplying the missed request probability to the coefficients afterwards [28], [29]. In recent years, the realistic scenarios
with request aggregation have been considered. It has been
theoretically proved that the random process of the request
arrival distribution and the content arrival distribution became
different due to the request aggregation mechanism [20], [21].
The cache hit rate, average response time of requests and
the cache space size distribution occupied by the pending
interest table (PIT) were analyzed by using the cache strategy
with fixed content sojourn time [30]. Our previous research
on the caching performance analysis modeled the states of
the arrival content requests as a three-state Markov model to
explore a more accurate analysis model [31]. More analysis
has been extended to other general traffic models and alternative cache placement policies [32].
Although some existing work has analyzed the benefits
of request aggregation mechanism, they have not demonstrated the performance gain to improve the caching strategy
optimization yet. Especially, in a massive content requests
scenario, the performance gain of adopting the request aggregation mechanism can be evident and crucial to making
caching decisions. To fill this aforementioned gap, we will
formulate the accurate theoretical models for the traffic load
and content retrieval delay to jointly represent the contribution from content caching and request aggregation mechanism. Moreover, since the request aggregation performance
gain relies on the content request intensity, we will work on
revealing the dynamic content request intensity in addition
to the dynamic content popularity to the proposed content
caching strategy.
III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, the network model, forwarding process of the
EN and the dynamic content requests model are described.
For the sake of clarity, the frequently used notations in this
paper are listed in Table 1.
A. NETWORK MODEL

As shown in Fig. 1, we exhibit the network model for the
proposed edge caching. From top to bottom, the network
model is composed of four elements, which are content
providers, Internet, edge nodes (ENs) and users (UEs). Content providers locate remotely and publish contents. Internet contains several forwarding nodes, which transmit the
content requests and the targeting contents. The ENs locate
at the edge of the network, which have the abilities of
communication, content caching and computing. In addition,
the ENs adopt CCN architecture, which enable not only
content caching but also request aggregation mechanism to
reduce redundancy transmissions. Users access to the Internet
through ENs. They send their requests to ENs and receive
targeting contents from ENs.

TABLE 1. List of notation.

popularity of the content ck is denoted as qk . Referring to
statistics of Web services, denoting that the content popularity
obeys Zipf distribution with skewness factor α as
qk =

1/k α
,
K
P
1/iα

α > 0.

(2)

i=1

FIGURE 1. Network model for edge caching in CCN.

There are K contents published by M content providers.
The content set is denoted as C = {c1 , . . . , cK }, and the
content provider set is expressed as P = {P1 , . . . , PM }.
Cm ⊂ C represents the contents that published by content
provider Pm . Assuming that every content is published
by
T
only one content provider, it is fulfilled that Cm Cm0 =
M
S
∅, ∀m 6 = m0 and
Cm = C. Without loss of generality,
assuming that all contents are with the unified size f0 . The
larger content is able to be sliced into multi contents (chunks)
with size of f0 .
Based on this assumption, the size of the cache space
embedded to the EN is L contents. Define the set of cached
contents as A ⊂ C. Let a Boolean vector a = [ak ]K ×1
represents the caching contents, whose element ak is defined
as
(
1, ck ∈ A,
ak =
(1)
0, otherwise.
In order to satisfy the limitation of the caching space size,
K
P
the restriction of
ak ≤ L has to be fulfilled.
k=1

Assume that NU users retrieve their desired contents via
accessing to the EN. The external content requests generation
process arrived at EN is modeled as a Poisson process with
intensity of λ. Content popularity of ck ∈ C is defined as
the ratio of requests for ck to the total content requests. The

Considering the content request intensity λ, the content
request intensity to content ck is λk = λqk , ∀k.
Assume the network topology is static. The content
provider Pm , m ∈ [1, M ] locates Dm hops away from the EN,
and the transmission speed of each hop is Bm . For a content
ck ∈ Cm , the hop distance is dk = Dm and the transmission
speed is bk = Bm . Therefore, transmitting content ck from
its provider to the EN consumes traffic load of f0 dk . Content
transmission delay of ck from its provider to EN is defined
as 1k . It is an index to indicate the network performance,
and also affect to user experience. As previously defined,
the content size is f0 and the transmission speed for ck is bk .
Then the transmission delay of ck is expressed as 1k = f0 /bk .
B. FORWARDING PROCESS

The forwarding process at a CCN node considering the
request aggregation mechanism is shown in Fig. 2 [33]. The
CCN architecture utilizes Interest and Data packets to transmit content requests and the required contents, respectively.
There are three core functionality of a cache-enabled router in
the CCN architecture: the content store (CS) for caching content, the pending interest table (PIT) which keeps track of the
forwarded Interests that are not yet satisfied with a returned
Data packet, and the forwarding information base (FIB) to
guide the Interests forwarding [34]. After receiving a content request, the router first matches the request to its CS.
If the cache hit occurs, the router forwards the content to
the user. Otherwise, the cache missed request is handled to
PIT. The basic function of PIT is to record the name of every
requested content and the input interface of the request. These
PIT entries provide their recorded interfaces when transmitting the requested contents to the users. After forwarding
the requested content, the router will erase the relative PIT
entry. For the content request aggregation, an extra judgement

ck is δk → ∞. In this case,

H

πk,∞ (t) = 1
F (t) = 0
πk,∞

 A
πk,∞ (t) = 0.

FIGURE 2. Forwarding process at a CCN node.

is implemented on the PIT module, that the cache missed
request is matched to the existent PIT entries. When a PIT
match is found, the request is decided to be aggregated. The
router adds the input interface of the request to the matched
PIT entry and then skips the request. During the Data forwarding process, the router will multicast the content to all the
recorded interfaces at once. The rest missed requests, said the
non-aggregated ones, are propagated to the content provider
from the interfaces recorded in FIB.
After proceeded by the EN, the arrival content request
might belong to one of the three states, which are cache hit,
request aggregated and request forwarded respectively. Let
M
pH
k and pk represent the cache hit probability and the cache
M
miss probability for acquiring ck , where pH
k + pk = 1.
NA
A
Denote pk and pk as the aggregated and non-aggregated
A
M
request probabilities, where pNA
k + pk = pk . Furthermore,
assume that FIB contains all forwarding information, which
makes all the non-aggregated requests being forwarded to the
upstream network. Therefore the forwarded request probability is denoted as pFk = pNA
k .
Our previous research has explored the analytical expressions of the steady probabilities distribution of cache
hit, request forwarded and request aggregated probabilities
regarding to the average content sojourn time in cache space
δk considering the content request aggregation mechanism in
CCN [31]. According to this work, these three probabilities
are presented as follows,


H
−λk δk

πk,δk = φk ϕk 1 − e
F
(3)
πk,δ
= φk ϕk e−λk δk


 Ak
−λ
δ
−λ
1
k
k
k
k
πk,δk = φk e
1−e
,
where ϕk and φk are expressed as
i2
h
(λk 1k )m −λk 1k
∞
X
m! e
1
,
ϕk =
m−1
1 − e−λk 1k
P (λk 1k )i −λ 1
m=1 1 −
e k k
i!

(4)

i=0

On the contrary, when content ck is not cached in the EN,
the content caching duration is δk = 0. In this case,
 H
π (t) = 0


 k,0
ϕk

π F (t) =

k,0
−λ
1 − e k 1 k + ϕk
(7)

−λk 1k

1
−
e

A (t) =


,
πk,0
1 − e−λk 1k + ϕk
where ϕk refers to (4).
Jointly considering that ak (t) is the Boolean variable representing whether the content ck is cached or not during interval t, the cache hit, request forwarded and request aggregated
probabilities of a deterministic content caching strategy in
CCN are expressed as

H

pk (t) = ak (t)
F (t) [1 − a (t)]
(8)
pFk (t) = πk,0
k

 A
A
pk (t) = πk,0 (t) [1 − ak (t)],
F (t) and π A (t) refer to (7).
where the πk,0
k,0

C. DYNAMIC MODEL

Considering a discrete time system model. Assume the
duration of interval t is long enough to represent the
content request statistics. During an interval, the content
request intensity and content popularity maintain unchanged.
In terms of the functionalities of the EN, each interval is
partitioned into three steps, whose procedure is depicted
in Fig. 3. The first phase of every interval is the ‘‘content
delivery’’ phase, in which the caching content set at the
EN is denoted as A (t) ⊂ C. During this phase, the users
generate content requests and retrieve contents from the EN.
Meanwhile, the EN observes and derives the content requests
feature during this period, including the content request intensity and the content popularity distribution, as well as the
cache performance indices, including the cache hit probability, request forwarded probability, and the content retrieval
delay. The second phase pertains to ‘‘performance judgement’’, where the EN calculates the content retrieval cost
based on the statistics during the prior phase. In addition,
the overall content retrieval state of the current period is
distinguished to a predefined category. Finally, ‘‘proactive

and
φk =

e−λk δk

1

.
1 − e−λk 1k + ϕk

(5)

In addition, δk represents the average duration that content ck
is cached in the EN.
For a deterministic content caching strategy, caching content ck in the EN means that the content caching duration of

(6)

FIGURE 3. Three-step procedure in interval t .

FIGURE 4. Proposed proactive caching framework.

caching’’ is carried out and the selected contents are stored
for the next interval, named A(t + 1). If the idle cache space
is not enough for the coming contents, the EN also specifies
the existing contents to be replaced. Both the reserved and
the coming contents are stored during the next interval, and
serve the content requests targeting to the content retrieval
cost minimization.
IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we will describe the proactive caching problem in order to minimize the content retrieval cost at the
ENs. Prior to elaborating the optimization problem, we would
like to give a description to the framework of the proposed
proactive caching problem, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
The framework is composed of three columns. The middle part represents the simplified network topology and the
key modules to implement the proposed proactive caching
algorithm. EN is the most adjacent forwarding node to users,
which owns three functionalities: packet forwarding (communication), content caching (caching) and, the most important, caching content decision (computation). Among these
functionalities, package forwarding and content caching are
operated under the CCN architecture. By means of the computation capability of the EN, the caching content decision
module is to decide the optimal caching contents in order to
minimize the content retrieval cost. Content providers locate
remotely in the upstream network. The distance from the
content providers to the EN and the transmission speed of

every path are determined by the Internet deployment. The
users deliver their content requests to the EN, and receive the
required contents from the EN.
The right column in the framework demonstrates the
packet forwarding procedure based on CCN architecture.
It processes the arrival content requests through CS, PIT,
and FIB successively before transmits them to upstream networks. The details of the Interest/Data forwarding process
has been depicted in Section III-B. In order to demonstrate an
intuitive sight of the request aggregation mechanism, we plot
two line graphs representing the content popularity distribution arrival to and forwarded from the EN respectively. The
lower graph represents the user generated content requests
arrival to EN, which is so called the local content popularity.
And the upper graph represents the popularity distribution
of the forwarded content requests from EN, which is so
called global content popularity. Since the request aggregation mechanism reduces part of the duplicated content
requests, the amount and content popularity of the forwarded
requests are changed, which further influences both the traffic
load and content retrieval delay consumptions. Therefore,
the accurate formulation of the content retrieval cost during
content dissemination needs to be studied comprehensively
considering the content caching and request aggregation
mechanism. Furthermore, the proactive caching algorithm
should adapt to the dynamic content requests.
Finally, the left column explains how the dynamic proactive caching function operates. The EN gathers information

from both the users locating in its downstream networks and
the content providers and Internet locating in its upstream networks. From the downstream, EN experiences the features of
content requests. The dynamic content requests are described
by two parameters, the content request intensity λ(t) and
content popularity α(t), which denotes the skewness factor
of Zipf distribution, at interval t. From the upstream, EN is
aware of the network topology including the hop distance to
content providers dk as well as the transmission speed for
each content bk . All these collected information are utilized to
formulate the content retrieval cost function Ĉ. The cost function will represents both traffic load CT and content retrieval
delay CD . Finally, the optimal content caching strategy is
developed to minimize the proposed content retrieval cost
adapting to the dynamic content requests.
In this paper, we study the proactive caching algorithm on
one EN to serve the users accessing to it. This algorithm can
be deployed to other parallel ENs, based on their parameters
of dynamic content requests and network topology. On the
basis of the proactive caching framework, we will elaborate
the proactive edge caching problem in the rest of this section.
A. COST FUNCTIONS FORMULATION

Two cost function metrics, the traffic load cost and content retrieval delay cost, are formulated in this section. The
mathematical model of the request aggregation mechanism
is precisely presented for both cost functions.

CT2 (t) = f0

K
X

ak (t) [1 − ak (t − 1)]dk ,

Traffic load in interval t, CT (t), is composed of two aspects.
One is the content dissemination traffic load caused by transmitting the cache missed content requests, denoted as CT1 (t).
The other is the proactive caching traffic load caused by
prefetching the desired contents, denoted as CT2 (t). Therefore, the traffic load is expressed as
CT (t) = CT1 (t) + CT2 (t).

(9)

The content dissemination traffic load is incurred during
the ‘‘Content Delivery’’ phase. According to the request process in CCN, only the content requests, which are neither
cache hit nor aggregated, are forwarded to the upstream network, and introduce traffic load consumptions. So, the content dissemination traffic load generated in interval t is
expressed as
K
X

(11)

k=1

where [1 − ak (t − 1)] ak (t) = 1 represents that ck is
prefetched from the content provider.
2) CONTENT RETRIEVAL DELAY

Another component of the content retrieval cost is induced
by content retrieval delay, denoted as CD (t). The content
retrieval delay is categorized into three possible types according the three states of the arrival content request: i) The cache
hit requests are immediately satisfied, which introduces zero
extra delay. ii) The aggregated requests consumers partially
shortened content retrieval delay, since they are able to reuse
the previously required contents. iii) The forwarded content
requests cause the complete transmission delay from the content providers. Therefore, the content retrieval delay CD (t) is
expressed as
CD (t) = λ (t) T (t)

K
X

[1 − ak (t)]qk (t)

k=1

h
i
F
A
× πk,0
(t) 1k + πk,0
(t) τ̄k (t) ,

1) TRAFFIC LOAD

CT1 (t) = f0 λ (t) T (t)

for the next interval. In order to further reduce the proactive
caching traffic load, the contents that are decided to be cached
in the contiguous intervals will be maintained by CS, instead
of being downloaded duplicately. Therefore, the proactive
caching traffic load cost is defined as

(12)

where 1k indicates the content transmission delay from the
content providers to the EN, τ̄k (t) represents the average
delay that an aggregated request has to wait until the previF (t) and π A (t)
ously request content arrives at the EN. πk,0
k,0
represent the request forwarded and aggregated probabilities
when the required content is not cached, whose expressions
are referring to (7).
To clarify the average content retrieval delay for the aggregated content requests, a duration denoted as ’a request aggregation round’ is defined. A request aggregation around starts
(0)
from tk when the request for ck is forwarded upstream and
(0)
terminates at tk + 1k when the previously requested ck
arrives back to the EN. The request aggregation round and the
events that occur during this duration are depicted in Fig. 5.

F
(t), (10)
[1 − ak (t)] qk (t) dk πk,0

k=1

where f0 and dk are the unified content size and hop distance
to acquire ck . λ (t) is the content requests arrival intensity during interval t. T (t) presents the duration of interval t. qk (t)
F (t) indicates the
denotes the content popularity of ck . πk,0
request forward probability when the content is not cached,
referring to (7).
Another traffic load cost is generated by the procedure
of proactive caching, when the EN downloads the contents

FIGURE 5. The sequence diagram of a request aggregation round.

Assume that there are m ∈ Z+ requests for ck arrives at
EN in an round, and the time interval between
n two adjacent
o
(i)
arrival requests for ck is random process ξk , i = [1, m] .

The arrival time of the ith aggregated request in this content
(i)
(0)
request aggregation round is expressed as tk = tk +
Pi
(j)
th
j=1 ξk . The content retrieval delay of the i aggregated
P
(j)
(i)
request is τk = 1k − ij=1 ξk . Therefore, the mean content
retrieval delay of the m aggregated requests in a content
request aggregation round, denoted as τ̂k,m , is expressed as
m

τ̂k,m (t) = 1k −

(m ∈ Z+ ).

τ̂k,m (t)P {N (1k ) = m}.

(15)

m=1

(18)

Without loss of generality, we assume that the two weighting
factors satisfies
ωT + ωD = 1.

(13)

Furthermore, the average content retrieval delay of the m

aggregated requests is expressed as τ̄k,m (t) = E τ̂k,m (t) .
Given the content request arrival process for ck is modeled as
a Poisson process with intensity of λk (t), the probability of
m request arriving during a request aggregation round with
interval of 1k is

(λk 1k )m −λk 1k
P {N (1k ) = m} =
e
, m ∈ 0, Z+ . (14)
m!
Based on the expressions of (13) and (14), the overall content
retrieval delay for all aggregated requests during interval t is
expressed as
∞
X

C (t) = ωT CT0 (t) + ωD CD0 (t).

i

1 X X (j)
ξk ,
m
i=1 j=1

τ̄k (t) =

retrieval delay, representing their importance in the total content retrieval cost function. The comprehensively weighted
content retrieval cost function is constructed as

(19)

Based on this assumption, the proposed optimization problem
has two special circumstances. When ωT = 1 and ωD =
1 − ωT = 0, the proposed cost function only concerns the
traffic load. On the contrary, when ωT = 0 and ωD = 1,
the proposed cost becomes content retrieval delay. By varying
the weighting factors, it is able to adjust the importance of the
traffic load and content retrieval delay in the content retrieval
cost function according to the system design requirements.
The proactive caching problem in the dynamic content
requests scenario is formulated as an optimization problem,
whose objective is to minimize the long-term average content
retrieval cost for each content request, denoted as Ĉ,
∞
P
C (t)λ (t) T (t)
t=1
Ĉ =
.
(20)
∞
P
λ (t) T (t)
t=1

B. PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

The network traffic offloading and the content retrieval delay
reduction are two kernel purpose of edge caching. Our target is to formulate an optimization problem to achieve both
aforementioned performance gain. However, there exists a
magnitude gap between the traffic load and delay. We employ
normalization to eliminate the magnitude gap. CT,∅ (t) and
CD,∅ (t) represent the original traffic load and content
retrieval delay benefiting from neither content caching nor
request aggregation mechanism, which are expressed as

K
X



qk (t) dk

CT,∅ (t) = f0 λ (t) T (t)
k=1
(16)
K

X



qk (t) 1k .
CD,∅ (t) = λ (t) T (t)
k=1

CT0 (t)

Therefore, we denote
and CD0 (t) to represent the normalized traffic load and content retrieval delay as

CT (t)


CT0 (t) =
CT,∅ (t)
(17)

0 (t) = CD (t) ,

C
 D
CD,∅ (t)
where CT (t) and CD (t) have been defined previously in (9)
and (12).
After filling the magnitude gap between the traffic load
and content retrieval delay, we formulate the proposed optimization edge caching problem as a weighted sum for
multi-objective optimization problem. Denote ωT and ωD
as the weighting factors of the traffic load and content

The optimization problem is indicated as follows,
min Ĉ

(21a)

s.t. ak (t) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k, t
K
X
ak (t) ≤ L, ∀t,

(21b)

A

(21c)

k=1

where A represents set of caching contents. The definition of the Boolean variable ak (t) refers to (1). Equation (21c) restricts that the maximum amount of caching
contents should not exceed the cache space size L.
The proposed optimization problem (21) is an integer
programming problem. We discuss its time complexity as
follows. The local content retrieval cost during interval t has
been modeled as (18). Because of considering the caching
replacement traffic load cost, the performance is affected
by the caching contents of both the current and the previous intervals, namely {ak (t)} and {ak (t − 1)} respectively,
as (11). Assuming that the set of caching contents in the
previous interval is known, the local content retrieval cost
minimization problem transforms to a typical Knapsack problem trying to determine whether to cache each content, so that
the local caching contents is no more than the cache space
and the content retrieval cost during this interval is as small
as possible [35], whose time complexity is NP-complete.
Therefore, the proposed proactive caching problem (21) is
also a NP-complete problem. To solve the proposed proactive
caching problem, we will develop a Q-learning algorithm
adapting to the dynamic content requests and derive the
long-term minimization of the content retrieval cost.

V. PROPOSED Q-LEARNING ALGORITHM

3) TRANSITION PROBABILITY

Since the proposed problem is NP-complete,we employ
Q-learning algorithm to derive the optimal caching strategy.
We first model the proposed proactive edge caching problem with the dynamic content requests process to a Markov
decision process (MDP). Particularly, the reward function is
carefully design to represent the performance in upcoming
interval with the assistant of the temporal proactive caching
strategy. Q-learning is implemented to jointly infer the optimal policy and obtain the long-term cost minimization.

PZ (s, s0 ) ∈ P, ∀s, s0 ∈ S is the probability that action Z in
state s at interval t − 1 will lead to state s0 at interval t, that is

PZ (s, s0 ) = Pr s (t) = s0 |s (t − 1) = s, Z(t) = Z . (24)
4) IMMEDIATE REWARD

Our purpose is to minimize the content retrieval cost, which
means that the actions that leads to the lower cost is supposed
to obtain the higher immediate reward. Therefore, we define
the reward function as
RZ (s, s0 ) = C −2 [λ(t), q(t), A(t), A(t − 1)] ,

A. FORMULATION OF A MARKOV DECISION PROCESS

The dynamic content request intensity and content popularity distribution are modeled using two independent Markov
chains. The content requests process arrival to the EN is modeled as a Poisson process with intensity of λ (t) in interval t.
Assume that request intensity is generated by an underlying
Markov
process with |L| states collected in the set L =
 (1)
λ , . . . , λ(|L|) . Similarly, the content popularity distribution q(t) is generated by an underlying
 Markov process with
|Q| states collected in the set Q = q(1) , . . . , q(|Q|) , where
q is a K × 1 vector representing the popularity of all K
contents. Assume that the set of L and Q are known to
the EN. Meanwhile, neither transition probability of the two
Markov chain are considered unknown by the EN. Then we
describe the dynamic process as a MDP characterized by a
quadruple (S, Z, P, R), where S and Z are finite state and
action spaces, respectively. P is the transition probability set,
and R represents the immediate reward set.
1) STATE

Given the request intensity L, the content popularity Q as
well as the caching contents a, the overall set of system states
in the network is
n
n
o
o
S = s s = λ, q> , A , λ ∈ L, q ∈ Q .
(22)
The size of S is |L| × |Q| × | {A} |. The state in interval t is
denoted as s(t) ∈ S.
2) ACTION

The EN’s action is to refresh its cache space according to its
caching strategy. The action consists of two step: to decide the
eviction contents and to pull the requested contents from their
content providers. Let Z − (t) = {ck (t)} , ck ∈ A(t − 1) represent the eviction contents the EN evicts from its cache space
in interval t. Denote Z + (t) = {ck (t)} , ck ∈ (C \ A(t − 1))
as the prefetched contents that the EN pulls and caches in
interval t. Therefore, the strategy is to determine Z(t) =
(Z − (t), Z + (t)). After these two steps, the caching contents
in the EN in interval t becomes A(t) as

(25)

where the cost function C refers to (18). The size of the
immediate reward R is |S|2 × |Z|.
Let us now define the policy function π : S → Z, which
maps state to the action. Under policy π (·), the action z(t +
1) = π [s (t)] represents the proactive caching contents during
interval t + 1 under the state s(t). Respecting to the policy π,
the caching performance is measured through the state-value
function
(T
)
X
τ −t −2
Vπ [s (t +1)] = lim E
γ Cπ[s(τ )] [s (τ ) , s (τ +1)] ,
T →∞

τ =t

(26)
which represents the total average content retrieval cost
incurred over an infinite time with a discounted factor γ ∈
[0, 1). A large γ implies that the current state value is highly
affected by the future.
Our purpose is to derive the optimal policy π ∗ , which could
achieve the maximal value of any state s
π ∗ = arg max Vπ (s) ,

∀s ∈ S,

π∈5

(27)

where 5 is the set of all feasible policies.
In MDP, Bellman equations express the state-value function (26) by a recursion for expected reward
X
−2
Vπ (s) = Cπ(s)
(s, s0 )+γ
Pπ(s) (s, s0 )Vπ (s0 ), ∀s, s0 . (28)
s0 ∈S

The equation describes the expected reward for taking the
action prescribed by the policy π .
The optimal policy π ∗ is referred to as the Bellman optimality equation,
(
)
X
−2
0
0
0
Vπ ∗ (s) = max Cz (s, s ) + γ
Pz (s, s )Vπ ∗ (s ) , (29)
z

s0

(23)

where π ∗ indicates the optimal policy and Vπ ∗ (s) refers to the
value function of the optimal policy.
For a policy π, define Q value, named the state-action value
function as
X
−2
Qπ (s, z) = Cπ(s)
(s, s0 ) + γ
Pz (s, s0 )Vπ (s0 ), (30)

where symbol \ represents content eviction, and symbol ∪
represents prefetching fresh contents.

where the Q value is the expected discounted reward for
executing action z at state s and following policy π thereafter.

A(t) = A(t − 1) \ Z − (t) ∪ Z + (t),

∀t > 0,

s0

Given the transition probability P and the initialized policy π0 , the best policy is derived through the policy iteration
algorithm as follow,
1) Policy evaluation: Determine Vπt (s) for all states
s ∈ S under the current policy πt , given the value-state
function in (28).
2) Q function update: For each state-action pair, calculate
its state-action value function Qπt (s, z) as (30).
3) Policy update: Update the policy πt+1 using
πt+1 (s) = arg max Qπt (s, ζ ) ,
ζ

∀s ∈ S.

(31)

The iteration terminates until the difference πt+1 (S) =
πt (S), when the caching policy is proved to converge to the
best policy.
The per iteration complexity
of the policy iteration algo
rithm is O |S|3 + |S|2 |Z| [36]. Furthermore, this algorithm
depends on the known transition probability P, which is not
practical in real systems. In contrast, the Q-learning algorithm
does not require to estimate the model of the environment, i.t.
the transition probability P with size of |S|2 × |Z|, to obtain
the optimal policy π ∗ as well as the optimal state value Vπ (s).
B. Q-LEARNING ALGORITHM

Q-learning is a form of model-free reinforcement learning.
It provides the EN with the capability of learning to act optimally in Markov domains by experiencing the consequences
of actions [37]. Q-learning jointly infers the optimal policy
π ∗ , and estimate the optimal state-action value function of
Q (s, z) = Qπ ∗ (s, z) ,
∗

∀s, z.

(32)

It is straightforward to show that
V ∗ (s) = Vπ ∗ (s) = max Q∗ (s, ζ ) ,
ζ

(33)

and that if π ∗ is the optimal policy which the maximum is
attained, it is easily decide what is the optimal todo as
π ∗ (s) = arg max Q∗ (s, ζ ) ,
ζ

∀s ∈ S.

(34)

During every interval, the estimated Q value is updated
according to
Q̂πt [s (t − 1) , z (t)]
= (1 − βt ) Q̂πt−1 [s (t − 1) , z (t)] + βt

· C −2 [s (t − 1) , z (t) |λ (t) , q (t) ]

+ γ max Q̂πt−1 [s (t) , ζ ] ,
ζ

(35)

where βt is the learning rate, which affects the learning result
to the Q values. γ is discount factor representing that the
future action influence to the current decision making. While
the rest Q values keep unchanged.
The Q-learning scheme for the proactive caching policy is
listed under Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Q-Learning Based Proactive Caching Algorithm
Input: f0 , L, {dk }, {bk }, ωT , ωD , e-greedy value ,
discount factor γ , a relatively small value ε.
Output: The optimal caching strategy π ∗ .
1: Initialization: random s(0), Q0 (s, z) = 0.
2: repeat
3:
Generate
 random value (t).
arg max Q̂πt [s(t − 1), ζ ] , (t) > ,
ζ
4:
z(t) =
random z,
(t) ≤ .
5:
Derive caching contents in interval t, A(t), as (23).
6:
Observe state in interval t, s(t).
7:
Calculate the immediate reward as (25).
8:
Update Q̂πt [s (t − 1) , z (t)] value as (35).
9:
Update the policy πt+1 as (31).
10:
Calculate the state-value function Vπ [s (t)] as (26).
11: until |Vπt+1 [S] − Vπt [S] | ≤ ε
12: Return π ∗ = πt .

C. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

The convergence of the Q-learning has been proved. According to the Theorem 1 in [38], given the predefined finite MDP
(S, Z, P, R), the Q-learning algorithm, whose update rule
refers to (35), converges to w.p.1 to the optimal Q-function
as long as the learning rate satisfies
X
X
βt (s, z) = ∞
βt2 (s, z) < ∞
(36)
t

t

for all (s, z) ∈ S × Z. Therefore, we define t(s, z) as the
amount that state-action pair (s, z) is visited. Furthermore,
define βt (s, z) = t(s, z)−1 , which satisfies the convergence
requirement clarified in (36).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, in order to verify the performance of the proposed proactive caching algorithm, we simulate the proposed
proactive caching algorithm and compare it with following
benchmarks caching algorithms:
• Greedy algorithms: the linear programming caching
algorithms which proposes the caching content decision
based on the previous interval. Since the content retrieval
cost is composed of weighted sum of traffic load and
content retrieval delay, we proposes two Greedy algorithms, i.t. Greedy TL2DL and Greedy DL2TL. Greedy
TL2DL searches 2L candidates caching contents which
achieve maximum traffic load firstly and then picks L
contents which introduce largest content retrieval delay
among the 2L candidates. Greedy DL2TL is implemented in the opposite order.
• MPC algorithms: the widely-used caching algorithm,
in which the most popular contents in current interval
is cached in the next interval. The local MPC algorithm
determines the most popular contents according to the
received content request at EN. On the other hand,

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

•

the global MPC algorithm determines the most popular
contents arrival to content providers. Influenced by the
request aggregation mechanism, local MPC is no longer
coincide with global MPC.
RND algorithm: randomly caching contents regardless
the content request characteristics and network environments. The performance of RND is seen as a baseline.

A. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS

Assume that 10 contents are published by 10 content
providers. Every content provider publishes only one content.
The network topology of Internet is an arbitrary network.
Let’s imagine that there is an end to end path from every
content provider to the EN. The number of intermediate nodes
between the content providers to the EN are randomly set
between 0 and 9. Therefore, the hop accounts of the paths
are set between 1 and 10 hops. Meanwhile, the transmission
rates of the paths are selected between 10Mbps and 100Mbps.
In order to reflect the network heterogeneity, the hop accounts
and transmission rates of the paths are independently set.
Consequently, a path with large hop account may serve with
high transmission rate. The content size is f0 = 1Mb identically. Considering the confliction between the vast amount of
contents and the limited cache space, the cache space is set to
be L = 2, which is 20% of the total contents at most.
Assuming that the request arriving at the EN obeys the
Poisson process with strength λ. Considering the dynamic
content request, the content request intensity varies among
[1, 10] requests per second. Content popularity is modeled
by Zipf distribution, with the skewness factor of α. The value
range of α is [0.3, 1.5]. The larger α implies the high consistency of the user’s preference for a small amount of contents,
while the requests for the rest contents is relatively few. The
weight of the traffic load cost ωT and the content retrieval
delay cost ωD vary from 0 to 1 and satisfy ωT + ωD = 1.
The default value of weighting factors are set as ωT = 0.2
and ωD = 0.8. Given this parameter setting, the content
retrieval delay cost dominates the proposed content retrieval
cost, while the proportion of the traffic load cost is relatively
low. The aforementioned parameters and the default value
adopted in the simulation are concluded in Table 2.
The dynamic content request intensity and content popularity distribution are modulated by two independent Markov
process. Each Markov process has two states, respectively.
Define the content requests intensity λ to present the busy

hour and the idle hour. The content request intensity transition
probability is
"
# 

(λ)
(λ)
p
p
0.6 0.4
(λ)
11
12
P =
.
(37)
(λ)
(λ) = 0.2
0.8
p21
p22
While the transition probability of dynamic content popularity is represented as
"
# 

(α)
(α)
p11
p12
0.2
0.8
(α)
P =
.
(38)
(α)
(α) = 0.75
0.25
p21
p22
The dynamic content popularity contains two aspects. One
aspect is the skewness factor of the Zipf distribution α, which
reflects the centralization degree of the content requests. The
other aspect is the alternation of the most popular contents.
In state 1, the descend content popularity follows the order
of {c1 , . . . , c10 }. In state 2, the descend content popularity
follows the order of {c3 , . . . , c10 , c1 , c2 }.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we express the simulation results of the
proposed proactive edge caching algorithm in three aspects.
First, we verify the convergence of the proposed Q-learning
algorithm, which is the foundation of adopting Q-learning
algorithm to solve the proactive caching problem. Then, with
the purpose of verifying the effectiveness of the proposed
caching algorithm with highly dynamic content requests,
the performance of the proposed proactive caching algorithm is demonstrated with diverse content request intensity,
content popularity, transmission speed and weighting factor.
Finally, to explore the algorithm’s performance gain under
massive content requests, we compare the proposed caching
algorithm with and without adopting the request aggregation
mechanism.
The convergence of the proposed Q-learning algorithm is
shown in Fig. 6. According to the simulation assumption,
the Q table is size of |S|2 × |Z| = (|L| × |Q|)2 × CKL = 8100.
The simulation results show that when Q-learning algorithm
iterates to about 1.4 × 104 times, until it converges to the
optimal performance.
From Fig. 7 to Fig. 10, we demonstrate the proposed
content retrieval cost, the traffic load and the content retrieval
delay of the proposed proactive caching algorithm as well as
the benchmark algorithms, with vary content request intensity, content popularity, transmission speed and weighting
factors, respectively.

FIGURE 6. Q-learning strategy convergence.

Fig. 7 plots the content retrieval cost, traffic load and
content retrieval delay varying with content request intensity.
In this simulation, λ(1) = 1, λ(2) varies from 1 to 10, α (1) =
0.3, α (2) = 0.7, ωT = 0.2 and ωD = 0.8. As shown
in Fig. 7(a), all algorithms achieve lower content retrieval
cost with larger content request intensity. The proposed
Q-learning algorithm always outperforms the benchmark
algorithms, which verifies that the proposed algorithm is able
to learn and therefore forecast the content request dynamics.
The Greedy algorithms are the sub-optimal algorithms. The
Greedy DL2TL performs better than the Greedy TL2DL. It is
because that the content retrieval delay dominates 80% of the
overall content retrieval cost, the Greedy DL2TL are likely
to selects the caching contents that consumes less content
retrieval delay. In addition, the MPC algorithms perform
unsatisfactory, because of the dynamic content requests and
the distance and transmission speed difference for each content retrieval path. The performance gap between the two
MPC algorithms is caused by the request aggregation mechanism. It demonstrates that the request aggregation mechanism not only influences the upstream content popularity
distribution, but also changes the sort of the content popularity distributions. Furthermore, it is worth to mention that
RND algorithm plays a special role among these benchmark
algorithms. It is well known that the performance of RND
algorithm does not affected by content request intensity if

without request aggregation mechanism. While, the decreasing content retrieval cost of RND algorithm reveals that,
by adopting the request aggregation mechanism, larger proportion of the duplicated content requests are aggregated at
the EN. Therefore, it verifies that the request aggregation
benefits to traffic load and the content retrieval delay reduction. The performance gap between the proposed algorithm
to RND algorithm comes from the intelligent content caching
decision, targeting the content retrieval cost minimization. In
Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c), both traffic load and content retrieval
delay decrease with larger content request intensity. Because
the content retrieval delay dominates the content retrieval
cost, the proposed algorithm prefers to cache the contents that
can shorten the content retrieval delay.
The influence of content popularity to the content retrieval
cost is demonstrated in Fig. 8. In this simulation, λ(1) = 1,
λ(2) = 10, α (1) = 0.3, α (2) varies from 0.3 to 1.5, ωT = 0.2
and ωD = 0.8. From Fig. 8(a), the content retrieval cost of
the proposed Q-learning algorithm performs best among all
these algorithms, which is no more than 35% with varying
skewness factor of Zipf distribution α. However, from a
relative uniform content popularity distribution (α (2) = 0.3)
to a concentrative content popularity distribution (α (2) =
1.5), the content retrieval cost only decreases 8%. Given the
massive content requests, the request aggregation mechanism
already produces a remarkable proportion of the aggregated
content requests, which significantly reduces the redundancy
transmission. The popularity distribution of the forwarded
content requests is flattened, which eliminates the performance difference between caching the popular contents and
the non-popular ones. That is the reason why significantly
increasing the skewness factor of the Zipf distribution only
introduces very little performance gain under a massive content requests circumstance. When the content requests is
dense, it is the request aggregation mechanism rather than the
content caching technique contributes dominant performance
gain in CCN. Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) represent simulation
results of the traffic load and content retrieval delay with
varying content popularity. It is worthy to notice that the
proposed algorithm achieves no more than 1/5 traffic load
and 40% content retrieval delay even when α (2) = 0.3.

FIGURE 7. Network performance comparison with varying content request intensity.

FIGURE 8. Network performance comparison with varying content popularity.

FIGURE 9. Network performance comparison with varying transmission speed.

The simulation result indicates that even the content popularity is relatively flat, the proposed algorithm is able to provide
good enough performance.
Increasing the transmission speed introduces performance
variation of the proposed caching algorithm, as shown
in Fig. 9. In this simulation, λ(1) = 1, λ(2) = 10, α (1) =
0.3, α (2) = 0.7, ωT = 0.2 and ωD = 0.8. Transmission
speed increase from 10Mbps to 100Mbps. Fig. 9(a) represents
that the content retrieval cost raises from 33% to 63% when
transmission speed increase from 10Mpbs to 100Mbps. When
transmission speed exceeds 70Mbps, the content retrieval
cost of all algorithms becomes nearly constant. At this time,
the request aggregation rarely occurs, and the cost gain comes
from content caching. Comparing Fig. 9(b) with Fig. 9(c),
we indicate that with high transmission speed, the local MPC
overlaps global MPC algorithm, because the global content
popularity distribution is same as the local content popularity
distribution without the influence from the request aggregation. However, when the transmission speed is relatively low,
their performances become distinguished, since their content
popularity distribution are changed by request aggregation
mechanism.
In Fig. 7, 8 and 9, the weighting factors are set as ωT = 0.2,
ωD = 0.8, which means that the content retrieval delay cost
dominates the proposed content retrieval cost. That is the
reason why the proposed caching algorithm outperforms all

other algorithms with respect to content retrieval delay as
shown in Fig. 7(c), 8(c) and 9(c). Meanwhile, because of
the network heterogeneity, the caching strategy that achieves
the lowest content retrieval delay usually does not achieve the
lowest traffic load at the same time. Therefore, the proposed
Q-learning algorithm performs worse than the benchmarks
sometimes, as shown in Fig. 7(b), 8(b) and 9(b).
The importance of the traffic load and the content retrieval
delay in the total content retrieval cost is tuned by the
weighting factors, i.t. ωT and ωD . Fig. 10 represents the
content retrieval cost, traffic load, and content retrieval delay
influenced by variant weighting factors, respectively. It is
seen from Fig. 10(a) that the proposed Q-learning algorithm achieves the lowest content retrieval cost among all
these algorithms. Except the proposed algorithm, all the
caching performance of the benchmark algorithms drops linearly with increasing the weighing factor of the traffic load.
Jointly analyzing Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(c), the benchmark
algorithms obtain constant traffic load and content retrieval
delay, because their caching decisions are not affected by the
weighting factors at all. However, the proposed Q-learning
algorithm has the capability to track the optimization objective and adjust its caching algorithm according to it. The
simulation contains two extreme situations. When ωT = 1
and ωD = 0, the proposed algorithm derives the minimum traffic load, which is 12% as shown in Fig. 10(b).

FIGURE 10. Network performance comparison with varying weighting factors.

FIGURE 11. Content retrieval cost comparison between with and without
request aggregation mechanism.

In contrast, when ωT = 0 and ωD = 1, the minimum
content retrieval delay is obtained, which is 37% as illustrated
in Fig. 10(c). Apparently, the proposed algorithm outperforms in network traffic offloading than content retrieval
delay reduction. The reason is that the aggregated content
requests do not generate traffic load to the upstream network
just like the caching hit. However, the aggregated content
requests can not be satisfied immediately as the caching hit
content requests. They have to wait the previous required
contents to be transmitted back from is content providers.
Thus, the content retrieval delay of the aggregated requests
can not be totally removed. Instead, the delay is only partly
reduced.
Fig. 11 represents an intuitive simulation result to compare
the system performance with and without request aggregation mechanism, with varying content request intensity. The
content retrieval cost without request aggregation remains
constant with varying content request intensity. It is because,
in this scenario, every caching missed content request is
forwarded to upstream networks. Given the traffic load and
transmission delay for transmitting every content remains stable, increasing content request intensity only raises the total
amount of the content requests, while the content retrieval
cost per each content request keeps unchanged. On the contrary, when adopting request aggregation mechanism, the

performance significantly declines with the increasing content request intensity, taking advantage of the request aggregation mechanism. The simulation results represent that the
performance with request aggregation mechanism is always
better than the one without request aggregation. When the
content request intensity is small, request aggregation occurs
occasionally, therefore the request aggregation gain is small
consequently. Meanwhile, when the content request intensity
is getting larger, more content requests are aggregated. Therefore, less network traffic load and content retrieval delay are
consumed to satisfy each content request. The simulation
result confirms that taking into request aggregation mechanism is able to reduce the content retrieval cost. Moreover,
the content retrieval cost with request aggregation mechanism
outperforms the one without request aggregation especially in
heavy traffic networks.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a proactive edge caching algorithm to handle the massive and highly dynamic content
requests to ENs. We adopted CCN architecture at the edge
caching, not only to exploit the in-network content caching,
but also to utilize its inherent request aggregation mechanism
to further reduce the amount of content request. The more
accurate cost function was explored to represent the performance gain for CCN architecture considering the request
aggregation mechanism. The request aggregation mechanism
dramatically reduced the content retrieval cost in the scenario of massive content requests. It is capable of providing
a solution to supplement the content caching performance
gain which is limited by caching space restriction. The
Q-learning caching algorithm was developed to derive the
optimal caching strategy in the scenario of highly dynamic
content requests. Simulation results represented that implementing CCN architecture at ENs can dramatically reduce
the content retrieval cost in the scenario of massive content
request. Our research also demonstrated that the proposed
Q-learning based caching algorithm obtained the minimized
content retrieval cost among the Greedy, MPC and RND
algorithms.
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